
_it s all about real time
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executive board

Wolfgang Kroh
Chief Executive Officer, Chairman of the Management Board

Roland Kirch
Chief Financial Officer

Dr Ralf Guckert
Chief Technology Officer

Historically, Orga Systems has a consistent and strategic 

focus on real-time based solutions for customer char-

ging and administration in mobile telecommunication 

services. For more than two decades, Orga Systems has 

been serving customers around the globe enabling 

them to quickly launch and monetize innovative offer-

ings. With Orga Systems’ unified order and revenue 

management solutions, service providers benefit from 

a catalog-driven BSS for charging and billing, embed-

ded policy and customer order management. It is de-

signed to enhance service providers’ capabilities to 

actively drive a new agenda for launching, selling, de-

livering and monetizing products faster and at lower 

total cost of ownership. 

initiator 
setting benchmarks
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cosmopolitan
at home in the world

To us thinking globally and acting locally means de-

livering best-in-class consulting services and brilliant 

support offerings where they back our clients most ef-

ficiently. With the establishment and expansion of effi-

cient subsidiaries and development centers, we under-

line our commitment to put closeness to current and 

prospect customers into practice. 

Worldwide 40+ customers rely on us and achieve com-

petitive advantages in their industry: reduced OPEX, 

real time-to-market, short-termed ROI as well as bene-

ficial access to new value chains and revenue streams. 

All business is local

Buenos Aires

Rio de Janeiro

Kolkata

Kuala Lumpur

Paderborn
Rome

Istanbul

Moscow

Kiev

Dubai

Berlin

it s all about real time

Orga Systems’ high-performance databa-

se, InCore®, which has been developed 

especially for processing large volumes 

of data, is currently the fastest data tech-

nology worldwide with regards to access 

speed. As an integral part of our conver-

gent charging and billing system GOLD 

CCB it enables high performance real-time 

rating and charging of all voice and data 

services, for all payment methods and all 

customer groups of a service provider.  

An installation with more than 70+M 

subscribers on our real-time billing  

system is one of the most future driven 

installations worldwide, enhancing the 

business results of a fast growing tier 1 

operator in Americas.

‚
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inventor
out of passion

inventor
out of passion

2013 Introduction of self-service concept for cross-vertical offerings

2004 Launch of an IN/Service Control Point

2002 Launch of real-time bonus management system

2000World’s first: GPRS for prepaid services goes live

2003 Orga Systems GmbH, as known today,  
established as independent company

2001Launch of voucher management system

1994 World’s first prepaid GSM service goes live

2011World record: <3.9ms rating latency for 120+M subscribers  
on single convergent platform 

2014 Introduction of catalog-driven BSS and customer order 
management complements the GOLD product family

2009 Enabling real-time services for 300+M subscribers

2007World’s first real-time convergent billing platform goes live

First Media Control Point 2005

2012 First customers in the Automotive and Utility industry

2010 First single platform for integrated policy control and online charging

2008 Introduction of convergent real-time billing for corporate customers and VPN

Processing the highest number of Oracle transactions in the  
telecommunications industry2006
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GOLD Convergent Charging and Billing is Orga Sys-

tems’ end-to-end online/offline charging, billing 

and financial management product with embedded 

policy control. It is designed around a single high performance rating engine and a unified sub-

scriber data repository supporting full scalability on standard hardware at low cost. It ensures full 

monetization of any kind of voice, data and content service with a maximum flexibility for pack-

aging, bundling and cross service promotions in single and multi-play offerings. Embedded policy 

control re-enforces revenues from 3G and 4G / LTE data services and helps service providers to offer 

personalized services and to move beyond flat rate pricing.

products
accelerating business processes

GOLD Catalog and Order Management provides 

catalog-driven BSS and order management to re- 

duce time to market and cost of ownership. It enables 

service providers to set a new agenda for designing, selling and delivering innovative products. Its 

central catalog is service agnostic and drives multi-channel selling, order entry, delivery and moneti-

zation. Comprehensive capabilities ensure efficient support and business process management for 

accurate customer order delivery from end to end. Combined with GOLD Convergent Charging and 

Billing, it can automate product design and monetization to avoid errors and manual configuration. 

Orga Systems‘ GOLD Utility product enables end-to-

end smart prepayment, energy vending and custom-

er communication in smart grid infrastructures. The 

system is designed around an IT-based software platform that manages tariffs, wallets, rating and 

pricing centrally. This lean architecture enables the use of cost efficient standard AMI meters also 

for prepayment. Usage information, wallet threshold notifications, tariff changes and even reload 

promotions can be sent instantly to engage with customers. The integration-ready product design 

allows a fast and efficient deployment adjunct to existing CIS and billing systems. 
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customer - oriented

“Within the fast moving Turkish communications market and our mission to be the most 
dynamic operator, it is a key to success for Avea to launch new personalized offers and cam-
paigns within shortest time to market. In this context, Avea was looking for a flexible system 
to enable fast configuration, independent from the software vendor. This is why we chose 
Orga Systems for real-time charging.” 

“As our long-term strategic partner, Orga Systems supplies life:) with its real-time convergent 
billing system as well as superb additional solutions from its real-time base portfolio. The recently 
ordered active mediation and intelligent charging solution will further strengthen our partnership 
as well as our leading position in the Ukrainian market.” 

“Thinking of our customers, we’re setting this platform [GOLD Convergent Charging and Billing] 
to offer them a charging and billing system to be the perfect fit to their communication needs. 
We are looking forward to bring them personalized communications solutions that converge with 
our business goals.” 

“Orga Systems’ OS.Energy will play a crucial role in our smart grid initiative. We chose 
OS.Energy to offer real-time pricing and customer tailored prepaid energy tariffs, underlining 
our continued commitment to achieve improved customer service and satisfaction.” 

spotlight
what analysts say

„With GOLD COM, Orga Systems sends a clear signal that it will now directly compete for catalog-driven revenue manage-
ment as well as a wider span of OSS/BSS integration projects, eschewing partnerships to meet burgeoning operator de-
mand for tighter integration and agility between product catalog and billing platforms.“
Current Analysis, April 2014

„Over the past five to ten years, as smart meters have started to be deployed, a number of vendors experienced in high-
volume transaction processing and real-time charging and billing for sectors such as telecommunications, finance and 
transportation have started also to address utilities. Orga Systems is of one of these vendors that is now starting to break 
through and win customers in the utility sector.“
Quindi Research, April 2014

“Orga Systems is a viable choice for Tier I and Tier II telecom operators looking for a converged real-time billing solution. Po-
tential customers will find in Orga a more modern billing solution and a cooperative partner. For large multi-national clients 
with complex products, Orga brings the sophistication of an established supplier and a flexibility that is rarely found telco 
oriented billing vendors” 
MGI Research, April 2014

“The company [Orga Systems] offers several fully integrated solution offerings that use GOLD CCB as the common underly-
ing product technology, and that are designed to address particular functional needs. For example, these include Convergent 
Real-time Charging, LTE/3G Data Charging, Convergent Pre-Postpaid Billing, Enterprise Billing, and Mobile VPN. A central 
product catalog and customer order management functionality can be added based on the Orga Systems GOLD COM (Ca-
talog and Order Management) product.”
Stratecast | Frost & Sullivan, April 2014

“Orga Systems had enough competence and experience to deal with eliminating all upcoming 
issues. During the migration (…) the Orga Systems’ team handled and managed everything in a 
good way, and the migration was completed successfully. The project was finished with very fast 
implementation with the acceptable quality and went live commercially after only 14 months.”
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Selected References - Communication Selected References - M2M / Utility / Automotive / Transportation

enabler
making subscribers happy

connecting
the digital world

MEANDA

Premium car 
manufacturer

Automotive

Utilities

Transport & Railway

15 x

BeST
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leader
recent industry & innovation awards 

partner
cooperation counts

Strategic alliances and partnerships are part of our  

corporate culture. We choose our partners in accor-

dance to strict standards and guarantee sustained win-

win relationships – in the interests of our customers. 

Furthermore, we emphasize long-term cooperation. 

Reselling Partners:
EDMI

eMeter, A Siemens Business

Gfi Informatique

IBM

Tech Mahindra

Tieto

Wipro

Technology Partners:
BASSET

Digital Route

Pitney Bowes

Infrastructure Partners:
HP

IBM

Oracle

2012
Global Telecoms Business award for smart grid infrastructure innovation by GTB

Global Telecoms Business award for mobile customer experience innovation by GTB

Pipeline Innovation award for advanced connectivity by Pipeline Publishing

Pipeline Innovation award for best deployment by Pipeline Publishing

2013 Pipeline Innovation award for vendor of the year 
by Pipeline Publishing

2011Broadband Traffic Management award for policy management 

 by Informa Telecoms & Media 

2010 Global Telecoms Business award for convergent billing innovation by GTB

2008 TM Forum excellence award for Punta del Vende at TIM Brazil by TM Forum 

Global Telecoms Business award for Virtual Voucher System by GTB

2007World BSS award for bridging the gap between IN and IT by the 
Institute for International Research (IIR)

2009 Top 100 employer award in Germany by compamedia

2014 World Communication award for project of the 
year by Total Telecom
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Orga Systems

Am Hoppenhof 33

33104 Paderborn 

www.orga-systems.com

Silke Esser

sesser@orga-systems.com


